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Each year we strive for one thing: to make a better quality product and most importantly, we want  

to inspire the unique adventurous spirit that comes with the freedom of being a Jeep owner.  

We also want the Jeep community to be able to stand behind our brand as a symbol of that passion 

and authentic lifestyle.

ADVENTURE IS CALLING - WE ARE HERE TO MAKE SURE YOU ARE PREPARED TO ANSWER. 
LET’S GO! 

MAKE ROOM FOR ADVENTURE:
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GAMA
A NEW BREED OF STORAGE 
Named after the famed explorer Vasco de Gama, who was the first to sail from Europe 

to India. The GAMA bags are the first rear mounted roll bar storage bag sets for your 

expeditions. This robust rear cargo tool mounts sleekly to the sportsbar, turning unused 

precious space into rock solid storage. Made with serious care of quality, ballistic nylon, 

reinforced molle strap system, pockets inside, reinforced side walls and built to be quickly 

detachable from the mounting kit. Easily carry tools, tow straps, emergency roadside kits, 

medical kits or even jump starters. 
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   Ballistic nylon shell / recycled ABS internal frame

Mount   Rear sportsbar / patented

Freedom   Molle attachment system / detachable /

  grab handle / sportsbar protection / YKK zippers

Dimensions  16” W x 19” H x 3.5” D

Storage Space  .76 Ft3 / .38 Ft3

Weight Capacity Light cargo only

Fitment  JLU/JKU with or without the hardtop

Exterior Color Black w/sunset orange stitching
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SMART STORAGE 

1. AS MUCH STORAGE AS A CARRY - ON

2. CUSTOMIZABLE MOLLE ATTACHMENT

3. SECURE AND QUIET

4. CARRY HANDLE 

When every inch of storage counts in your Jeep, you need to utilize every bit of it. The 

Gama discovers space that has never been utilized. This system is well thought out and 

made so that no critical items are left behind.

The set of Gama storage included gives you about as much space as your average 

carry - on luggage in commercial travel. With the rigid internal frames your bag can 

hold its shape while you pack them full.   

Not only is there storage on the inside, there customizable storage on the outside with 

3 rows of molle. Use any specifically designed molle accessory from; clips, med kits, 

hanging bags, and more to rule on the trail. 

Noise and security are of the upmost importance. The rubber dipped frames provide 

shock resistant base without metal on metal or plastic on plastic friction creating an 

ultra quiet ride.

The Gama is created to detach from the frame and be used in the field. It has a built in 

carry handle that remains tucked in when mounted to the frame. 
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SPORTSMAN
THE STORAGE WALL
Patented shape and rigid backing makes this choice for an interior upgrade on the Jeep 

Wrangler easy. This rear cargo tool is seriously versatile and sexy. Mounted strongly to 

OEM points and six rows of molle, this thin and sleek wall makes the perfect compliment 

for the Jeep owner who carries the instruments of adventure. Complete with a removable 

safari mesh window. 
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   PVC backed shell/ recycled ABS internal 

Mount   Rear 8-point

Freedom   Molle attachment system / removable window

  / 5 pockets  /  2 canteen holders 

  /  secret compartment

Dimensions  58” W x 33” H x .5” D 

Storage Space  .5Ft3  

Weight Capacity Light weight cargo only

Fitment  JLU/JKU with or without the hardtop

Exterior Color Black w/sunset orange stitching
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THE STORAGE WALL

1. LARGE STORAGE POCKETS

2. OPTIONAL FLOOR LINER

3. REMOVABLE SAFARI STRAP WINDOW

4. DUAL MOLLE WALL

Sleek, savvy and sturdy the Sportsman is the ultimate adventure tool. A rigid wall 

designs allow customization across the dual sided molle system. An 8-point mounting 

system, removable safari window and an optional seamless liner makes it a great 

choice for a Jeep owner with a pet.

Three large storage pockets built in the most accessible area in the rear of the Jeep. 

Includes a large compartment in the cab side as well.

For complete protection of your reaer cargo area add the floor liner that mounts 

seamlessly to the Sportsman. It is contsrtucted of rugged waterproof vinyl material. 

Perfect for pets!

Need more privacy? Use the safari strap window as an additional deterrant. Made to 

be non-intrusive to the rear view of the driver. 

Six rows on dual molle walls to customize storage needs. Hang, clip, strap or fill the 

molle with essential items for the trail.
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RECON
CHALLENGING THE STATUS QUO 
Being a renegade is a feeling and a lifestyle. This bag is built to facilitate the two door 

Jeep Wrangler with secured shelved storage. The Recon is constructed with a ballistic 

nylon shell and military styled metal buckles for added security in the demanding 

off-road setting. Double sided molle attachment to customize fittings inside and out. 
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   Ballistic nylon shell / recycled ABS internal frame

Mount   Rear sportsbar / patented

Freedom   Molle attachment system / detachable /

  grab handle / sportsbar protection / YKK zippers

Dimensions  17” W x 19” H x 3.5” D

Storage Space  .5 Ft3 / .25 Ft3

Weight Capacity Light cargo only

Fitment  JL/JK with or without hardtop

Exterior Color Black w/sunset orange stitching
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BIG SPACE

1. MASSIVE STORAGE

2. HEAVY DUTY HARDWARE

3. DETAILED INTERIOR

4. DUAL COMPARTMENTS

Built for the Jeep owners who need storage the most. These big boys will do the heavy 

lifting for the 2 door JK and JL, made for the trail with extra re-enforcement. Access 

the molle system from the inside or out, two storage compartments and a heavy duty 

hardware give the Recon the ability to go anywhere.

The most amount of storage in the line, the pair of bags makes approximately .5cu ft3 

or new storage. Store any light duty gear up and away from your cargo space with the 

sportsbar mount.

Constructed with metal buckles re-enforces the safety and security needed for 

off-roading. Along with its rugged  stylization, there are rubber sportsbar pads 

underneath each buckle for optimal grip and protection for the paint. 

Created to give you universal storage on the inside. Areas to hold tools, clips for 

keys, and other highly accessible pockets. Heavy duty material gives you the same 

protection inside and out. 

The Recon comes with an upper and lower compartment to further organize gear. The 

bottom compartment offers a waterproof material covering the door.
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MAGELLAN
ELEVATED SPORTSBAR STORAGE
Don’t build out, build up. In 1519 Ferdinand Magellan thought the world was much larger 

than had previously been imagined. Discover how big he world can become with the 

proper integrated Jeep storage. The “Magellan” sportsbar bag transforms a

 two dimensional Jeep storage space into a three dimensional space by building up. 
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   Ballistic nylon shell / recycled ABS internal frame

Mount   Rear sportsbar / patented

Freedom   Molle attachment system / detachable 

  /sportsbar protection / YKK zippers

Dimensions  9” W x 24” H x 3.5” D

Storage Space  .50 Ft3 / .25 Ft3

Weight Capacity Light cargo only

Fitment  JLU/JKU with or without hardtop

Exterior Color Black w/sunset orange stitching
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KLEEN KAN
STORAGE BIN
Kleen Kan is your silent travel partner and “maid” for your Jeep Wrangler JL or JK. Built 

with a weighted base and removable storage bin. It’s in the perfect spot for easy access. 

Store your phones, loose items, or even use it as a trash can. Slides under rear seats and 

conforms to the driveline rise.
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   Nylon shell  w/weighted base 

Mount   Driveline rise

Freedom   7” x 7“ removable bin / weighted base

  /  hidden storage compartment  / side pockets

Dimensions  8” W x 16” H x  8” D

Storage Space  .59Ft3 

              

Fitment  JLU/JKU 

Exterior Color Black 
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ICE BOX
ADVENTURE COOLER
Keep ice cold for up to 3 days and enjoy a built-in cutting board! High quality waterproof 

820d nylon construction.  Easy zipper pull and built-in cutting board makes this your 

personal go anywhere cooler! Will compete with any high end modern cooler.  Holds up to 

20 cans (2:1 ice ratio) or 24 lbs of only ice. 
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   Waterproof Nylon Shell/  1” EVA foam

Drink Capacity  20 cans (2:1 ice ratio)   

Freedom   removable cutting board/ shoulder strap

  / molle attachment

Dimensions  16” W x 13” H x  12” D

Storage Space  1.44Ft3 

              

  

Can Capacity  20 (2:1 ice ratio)

Exterior Color Silver gray
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OVERLOAD
TRUCK BED STORAGE
Built with the patented EBP frame this alternative to the tonneau assembles quickly and 

maintains a rigid frame.  Constructed with heavy duty waterproof vinyl material and rf 

welded seams makes sure to keep  items dry. Stores away flat in its case, the overload is 

the perfect removable storage system for any truck bed.  
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BUILT FOR THE PIONEERS, 
DOERS AND EXPLORERS.

Build   Waterproof Nylon Shell / 1” EVA foam / RF welded seams

Freedom   EPB frame / storage bag

Dimensions  40” W x 21” H x  48” D

Storage Space  24Ft3 

Fitment   Universal truck bed

Exterior Color Silver gray
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MORE 
ADVENTURE
THIS IS WHAT DRIVES US

We started XG Cargo with the intention of facilitating our adventure. Spending time 

outdoors with the people we love. This is why we innovate. We have a simple goal of 

freedom by producing more storage for the items that make this adventure possible. 

We design products to create new storage spaces with safety and customization in 

mind, to make the process more effortless in conquering the unknown. 

Now get out there and adventure!
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MORE 
SUSTAINABILITY
OUR COMMITMENT

Sustainability means responsible innovation. We build products by making every 

decision with the highest regard for the environment and the people we work with. We 

are committed to waste reduction in packaging and the materials used in our products 

and strive for efficiency in our process as well as building products that should last. 
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MORE 
QUALITY
RUGGED. TESTED. SECURE

Industry leading innovation and quality comes from paying attention to every detail. 

Through rigorous testing and engineering, each detail is taken into account. The best 

materials are chosen for their durability, weight and security. Precision sewing requires 

knowledge and experience. The Jeep owner demands quality and usability, with 25 

years of experience, we deliver. 
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MORE 
CUSTOMIZATION
MORE FREEDOM

Customization equals freedom. We design our products with the ability to be  

multi- functional. From the molle system on the outside of each product to our unique 

mounting systems, we strive to give the end-user more options and the ability to mount 

many XG Cargo accessories in reverse to cater to your individual needs. After all, we’re 

not all right handed.
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MORE 
WARRANTY
INDUSTRY LEADING

We are shifting the paradigm from the current low quality, short lasting standard of 

cargo storage. We strive to build long lasting, usable and most importantly storage you 

can trust. We back our craftsmanship with a industry leading 3 year warranty.

YEAR WARRANTY
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MORE
FUN
IT’S A LIFESTYLE

Being a Jeep owner is more than being a car owner, it’s a lifestyle and embodiment of 

the adventurous spirit. The “Jeep wave” recognizes this in a discreet hello in everyday 

life. We design products from coolers to stainless cups and containers to the apparel 

that speaks this lifestyle. We want to be a symbol of that lifestyle we are so proud of 

and make products that bring us together. 
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 TO THE 
EXPLORER
ETHER OF LIFE         

When you are a part of the off-road community, you’re apart of something bigger. 

Bigger than a car, bigger than a wave. You are apart of an ethos, a calling, a larger 

construct you  might say. You are known for venturing into the unknown, which can be 

scary, but it is in facing these fears we truly start to strip down the age old question of 

what is the purpose of life. Through these experiences you are connected to the things 

that matter the most. Finding that perfect night under a blanket of stars you can start 

to see your own answers more clearly. The act of pursuing the answers may be the 

answer after all. Now is your time to get out there and pursue life!
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